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VOLLEYBALL NETS
AMC

VOLLEYBALL NETS
MODEL LA-NVC-30     PREMIUM VOLLEYBALL NET, 30' x 3' (6LBS)

MODEL LA-NVR-30     SCHOOL GRADE VOLLEYBALL NET, 30' x 3' (5 LBS)
MODEL LA-NVR-32     SCHOOL GRADE VOLLEYVALL NET, 32' x 3' (6 LBS)

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
Determine style of volleyball posts and mounting configuration. 
 
If volleyball posts are equipped with eyes (fixed or adjustable) and rope clamps (top  and bottom) See Detail A.
Secure one end of the net to the eye by means of a knot,  and pass other end through the rope clamp. Adjust 
net so that it is centered to the  court with net tie-offs. Adjust net tension by means of the rope clamp. 
 
If volleyball posts are equipped with eyes (fixed or adjustable), side pulley and net  tightener.  See Detail B. 
Secure one end of the net to the eye by means of a knot or  cable clamp (not supplied), and pass the other end
through the side pulley and  secure to the net tightener. Pass the lower rope through the rope clamp. Adjust net
so that it is centered to the court with net tie-offs. Adjust net tension by means of the  net tightener and rope 
clamp. 
 
Detail C is an example of net mounting on a center post for use on side-by-side  courts. 
 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
 
Models                          LA-NVC-32            These models are equipped  with a 1/8" diameter top 
cable and a 3/16" diameter nylon bottom rope. Netting is  Black No. 24 thread nylon, 4" square mesh. Top, 
bottom, & side tapes are white,  vinyl coated nylon. 
 
Models                                            : A school grade net is available. Netting is 4" mesh of  No. 24 thread, rubber 
coated, black nylon. Headband is 2" white vinyl coated nylon.  Top and bottom ropes are No. 8 nylon. Bottom 
and side tapes are nylon. 
 
Warranty Period: 1 Year
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MODEL LA-NVC-32     PREMIUM VOLLEYBALL NET, 32' x 3' (7 LBS)




